
Are you stressed by Covid-19? 
The National University Health System’s Mind Science Centre conducted a mental 
health resilience survey and a workplace resilience survey to �nd out how people 
here are responding to the pandemic. 
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Retirees appeared to be faring way 
better, reporting higher levels of 
mental resilience than non-working 
adults and students
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WORKING PROFESSIONALS COULD
DO WITH MORE SUPPORT

STRESS FELT
BY MANY

Are you able to handle
unpleasant emotions like
sadness, fear and anger?
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47Are you able to stay calm
in dif�cult situations?

61Are you con�dent you can
solve problems in life?

38Do you worry something
bad will happen to you

or those you love?

25Do you keep �nding
yourself thinking about

things you cannot change?
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% of respondents who often think about
things they cannot change

20%
felt that they were not 
able to cope and adapt 
well with work

Only 20%

53% 61%

32%

57% 46%

51%

were worried 
that something 
bad would 
happen to 
them or their
loved ones

Only 15%
felt preoccupied
with things they
cannot change.

20%
felt like they weren’t 
receiving adequate 
support from their 
institutional leadership 
when it came to their 
safety and well-being

52.5%
felt con�dent 
in carrying
out their daily 
tasks

RETIREES HAVE
HIGHER LEVELS
OF MENTAL
RESILIENCE
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WOMEN FELT THE IMPACT OF
THE PANDEMIC MORE THAN MEN

There’s no escape 
whether at work or 
at home – women 
felt signi�cantly 
more stressed 
than men

Peers and 
colleagues 
gave support 
to men. 
Women? Not 
as much

Family 
members 
didn’t do 
enough to 
support 
women

Workplaces 
needed to do 
more to make 
employees 
feel safe and 
cared for
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I am able to handle
unpleasant emotions like
sadness, fear and anger

I am able to stay
calm in dif�cult

situations

I am con�dent that
I am able to solve

problems in my life
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